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The Swift Parrot (Lathamus discolor) - Lesson 1830 

Despite their superficial similarity to lorikeets (subfamily Lorrinae), Swift Parrots are not closely related to 

them and fall under the subfamily Platycerinae along with rosellas, the small Australian grass parrots 

(Psephotus and Neophema parrots) and related species. They are the sole species belonging to the genus 

Lathamus meaning that they have no close relatives and there are no subspecies.  

 

Identification, measurements and confusion species 

At 24cm the Swift Parrot is an overall grass green parrot with 

the upper parts being slightly darker than the underparts. The 

lower forehead, chin, upper breast, underwing, wing ‘elbow’, 

the inner secondaries, the vent and the tail are coloured or 

splashed red, while the crown, the cheeks and the outer 

greater coverts are coloured or washed blue. Finally the red 

areas around the cheeks and the throat are fringed yellow, 

while yellow in the vent area creates a scaly pattern. Lastly 

the feet are blackish and the eyes and beak yellow. Juveniles 

are similar to adults though they are duller and have dark 

eyes. They are similar in shape to lorikeets, however their 

proportions are much more similar to Budgerigars 

(Melopsittacus undulatus) with a torpedo shaped body, 

narrower and pointier wings, and long slim tails. 

 

Vocalisations 

Swift Parrots are often first detected by their warbling call. 

This lacks the scratchier elements of lorikeet calls and 

vaguely resembles rosella and Budgerigar chatter albeit 

clearer and with more whistling elements. In flight and in 

contact the species utters a much clearer piping ‘pee-pit! pee-

pit!” 

 

Behaviour, breeding and diet 

The digestive tract of the Swift Parrot reveals that the species evolved from granivorous ancestors to be able 

to subsist on a largely nectar-based diet today. This has resulted in the evolution of a brushy tongue like 

those found on lorikeets and honeyeaters which is an example of convergent evolution (that is when two 

unrelated organisms independently evolve similar adaptations to tackle the same environmental challenges). 

However, their guts are not specialised to the same extent as lorikeets with Swift Parrots boasting a more 

muscular gizzard and a longer intestine indicating that the species can feed on harder food sources when 

flowering is not widespread.  

 

This dietary shift from grains to nectar appears to be related to eucalypt flowering, and studies have shown 

that there is interdependence between Swift Parrots and the trees. Swift Parrots feeding on eucalypt flowers 

have been found to carry more pollen on areas of the head that consistently come into contact with the 

Swift Parrot         Photo: C Tzaros 
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flowers’ stigmas than New Holland Honeyeaters (Philidonyris novaehollandiae). As such Swift Parrots are 

better pollinators of eucalypt flowers than New Holland Honeyeaters.  

 

Indeed the whole life cycle of the Swift Parrot is related to flowering gums. Along with the Orange-bellied 

Parrot and Blue-winged Parrot (Neophema chrysogaster and N. chrysostoma) the Swift Parrot is one of three 

Australian parrots that undergo annual migrations. The species breeds exclusively in Tasmania and largely in 

Tasmanian Blue and White Peppermint Gum forests and Messmate forests. They usually arrive between 

September and January. Like most parrots, the Swift Parrot breeds in tree cavities and will do so colonially 

should there be enough tree hollows to allow it. Pairs are monogamous at least for one breeding season. The 

clutch size is between 3-5 eggs and is incubated for a period of 25 days exclusively by the female. Then both 

sexes feed the young which leave the nest after six weeks. Breeding is entirely dependent on flowering gums. 

If the flowering is poor no breeding may occur, however, if the opposite is true pairs may attempt to raise a 

second brood. 

 

After the breeding season is over birds begin to migrate back to mainland Australia in February. Once there, 

the areas in which they will spend the winter is again influenced by flowering eucalypts. Therefore, 

predicting the areas in which the birds will be present is difficult and sightings have shown that the species 

regularly reaches southern Queensland. This is the longest migratory route undertaken by any parrot species. 

Swift Parrots are highly gregarious and frequently occur in small to large flocks. Due to this and their 

feeding habits they will often associate with lorikeets and honeyeaters. However, their small size and timid 

nature means that the larger species of lorikeet and honeyeater often drive them away. As such, Swift Parrots 

prefer to associate with Little Lorikeets (Glossopsitta pussila) and smaller honeyeaters such as Fuscous 

Honeyeaters (Lichenostomus fuscus). This is certainly the case in the Eurobodalla. 

 

Conservation and status in the Eurobodalla: 

Since European settlement the Swift Parrot has declined in numbers. Today it is estimated that less than 

2,500 individuals survive and the species is listed as ‘Endangered’ under International Union for 

Conservation of Nature Red List criteria. The most serious threat is the clearing of old growth eucalypt 

forests, which removes both the species feeding and nesting areas. Climate change induced aridity is likely to 

exacerbate this as lower rainfall and severe bush fires will also impact negatively on flowering gums. Finally 

a recent study using motion-activated cameras at Swift Parrot nests has revealed a new threat in the form of 

Sugar Gliders (Petaurus breviceps) which predate on nesting females, chicks and eggs. This predation can 

wipe out up to 70-100% of all the nests in a colony and as such is a major conservation concern. Sugar 

Gliders are probably not native to Tasmania as some were released there in the 1830s and they are absent 

from fossil records. 

 

As in the rest of its wintering range, the presence of Swift Parrots in the Eurobodalla is largely related to 

flowering eucalypts. Until recently, we have had only a smattering of reports, usually of up to 10 birds, 

sometimes 20, from April to September, although in 2008, 80 birds were reported at Broulee. In 2009 there 

was widespread flowering of Spotted Gum (Corymbia maculata), and this brought Birdlife Australia’s 

threatened species coordinators, Chris Tzaros and Dean Ingwersen to the Eurobodalla. They recorded the 

species right across the Eurobodalla, with a maximum of 350 birds at Corunna State Forest. When the 

Spotted Gum flowered in 2012, Chris and Dean again visited the area and were joined by a number of ENHS 

volunteers. 470 birds were recorded in May in South Brooman, Boyne, Mogo, Bodalla and Bermagui State 

Forests. Surveys were repeated in July/August by ENHS volunteers. 

 

Chris Tzaros observes that “Up until 2009, we had thought of the south coast as a region through which 

Swift Parrots would pass on migration to areas further up the coast (e.g. Central Coast and Hunter Valley). 

But during the winter of 2009, the south coast supported the bulk of the known Swift Parrot population for 

weeks on end, supported by the flowering of Spotted Gum in forest areas from Corunna in the south to 

forests north of Batemans Bay in the north. At that point in time, this was the largest recorded aggregation of 

Swift Parrots on the south coast. However, this record was to be short lived!  In 2012, through the dedicated 

efforts of the ENHS led by the enthusiastic Julie Morgan, even greater numbers of Swift Parrots were 

recorded in many of the same sites as 2009, plus a bunch of new areas discovered by the group. This 

included the single largest flock of Swift Parrots ever recorded in living history …anywhere! The discovery 

of 1,200 birds in a single flock in the Bodalla State Forest was quite simply remarkable. Again, flowering 

Spotted Gum was the key habitat resource being used. It is really interesting that in 2 of the past 4 years, 

large numbers of birds have been found on the south coast. Clearly, the region is far more important to the 

species than we had thought which highlights the need for ongoing, long-term monitoring programs and also 

highlights the amazing contributions of volunteers. We have run the mainland Swift Parrot program for 



almost two decades now and the value of the south coast to the parrot has been one of the most exciting 

discoveries yet”.  

 

Spotted Gum flowering in 2013 is not as widespread as in 2012 and during May surveys, 300 Swift Parrots 

were recorded in Mogo State Forest. Dimitris Bertzeletos 

 

 
 

 

The Field Meeting program for 2013 is posted on the ‘Field Meetings’ page of the website.  

 

Sunday June 30, 9am: Tebbs Road, between Narooma and Central Tilba. Meet at the Old Highway 

turnoff from the Princes Hwy, south end of Narooma. Drive and stop to walk along a number of tracks 

through the forest. Superb Lyrebird, Green Catbird, Scarlet Robin, Spotted Quail-thrush, Crescent 

Honeyeater. 

 

Saturday July 13, 2pm: Buckenboura Road, Mogo. Meet at the corner of the Princes Hwy and 

Buckenboura Rd. Drive along road and stop at a number of locations to view Buff-rumped Thornbill, Scarlet 

Robin, Spotted Quail-thrush. More than 300 Swift Parrots were recorded on this road during May 2013. 

 

Sunday July 28, 9am: Coman’s Mine, Nerrigundah. Meet opposite the Bodalla Police Station. Coman’s 

Mine is a historic site and the wet forest and rainforest is home to Large-billed Scrubwren, Superb Lyrebird, 

Rose Robin. Please note that road access to Coman’s Mine depends on the weather and, if necessary, an 

alternative destination will be chosen on the morning. 

 

Saturday August 10, 2pm: Mitchells Ridge Rd, Bodalla State Forest. Meet at the corner of the Princes 

Hwy and Mitchells Ridge Rd. A walk through Spotted Gum forest where over 1,000 Swift Parrots were 

recorded in August 2012. Yellow-tufted Honeyeater, Musk Lorikeet and perhaps a few Swift Parrots. 

 

Sunday August 25, 9am: Big Bit Rd, Benandarah State Forest. Meet at the corner of the Princes Hwy and 

Big Bit Rd. Drive and stop along Big Bit Rd where Swift Parrots were recorded in 2012. A great view of the 

local area from the lookout at the top of the road.  Little Lorikeet, Musk Lorikeet, Superb Lyrebird, Pilotbird. 

 

Saturday September 14, 2pm: Bingie Sewerage Works. Meet at the Bingie turnoff, intersection of Princes 

Hwy and Bingie Rd. Coastal forest and lakeside walk.  Rufous Fantail, Scarlet Honeyeater, Cicadabird, 

Brown Gerygone, Crested Shrike-tit and a variety of water species. 

 

 
 

 

The Annual General Meeting was held at the Eurobodalla Botanic Gardens on Sunday 26
th
 May 2013 with 

11 members attending. The minutes from the 2013 AGM were read and accepted. Updates were given on the 

‘Birds of the Eurobodalla’, the local Moth guide and the out of shire trip for 2013, which has been cancelled.  

 

Chair’s Report: Colin Morrison chaired the AGM and read the report from David Kay: the Society is in its 

27
th
 year and doing well, with membership at over 100, and in a sound financial position. He thanked the 

committee members for their contributions throughout the year. David gave special thanks to Julie Morgan 

for her work as Secretary and Recorder, Gillian Macnamara, who is retiring from her role as Treasurer, and 

Margaret Versey who is retiring from the Committee. He also congratulated the Editorial team who 

continued to deliver the society’s most popular publication, the Newsletter.  

 

Secretary’s Report: Julie Morgan started by thanking the Minutes Secretary, Mandy Anderson for her work.  

She reported on the Society’s website which continues to be well patronised by members and non-members. 

Members were encouraged to put forward their suggestions for the 2014 program of Field Meetings. Helen 

Kay was welcomed to the Newsletter team and Margaret and Brian Versey thanked for mailing out the 

newsletter. Julie also outlined the involvement of the ENHS in developing a new bird brochure for the 

Eurobodalla Botanic Gardens. 

 

What’s coming up… 

AGM report 



Treasurer’s Report: Gillian Macnamara reported that the Society’s financial position continued to be sound.  

Income for the year was $2393.14, expenditure $2509.35, the bank balance $5056.42 and the ANZ Term 

Deposit $6670.48  

 

Office bearers and committee nominees were elected unopposed. There were no nominations for the position 

of Treasurer, however David Kay indicated that he would take on the role for now. New committee 

members, Fran Anderson and David White were welcomed. Please see the table that appears on the last page 

of the newsletter for full details.  

 

General Business: discussion of the process by which the Society deals with rare sightings in the 

Eurobodalla. Swift Parrot and Regent Honeyeater bird survey methodology was explained to the meeting and 

in view of the importance of the Eurobodalla to these threatened species, and a request from Birdlife 

Australia to continue surveys monitoring these species in the area, a motion was put to the meeting that: The 

Annual General Meeting of the Eurobodalla Natural History Society authorises the Committee to allocate up 

to $600 in the calendar year 2013 to reimburse members using their vehicles for the purpose of conducting 

threatened species surveys.  The motion was carried.  Julie Morgan 

 

 
 

 

Winter is my favourite time of the year in the bush. Cooler temperatures and fewer mozzies, ticks and 

leeches provide the ideal conditions for more frequent and longer walks exploring our local forests. Even 

though the summer migrants have gone, our winter visitors are always interesting. Swift Parrots move up 

from Tasmania and spend time in the Eurobodalla and their 

noisy feeding chatter, which Chris Tzaros describes as a 

‘window-wiping’ sound, and the “pip pip pip…” calls as 

they take off are quite distinctive. The red robins, both 

Scarlet and Flame, visit the coast in winter and are always a 

delight to see. The white patch above the bill of the male 

Scarlet Robin is larger than the Flame, and red/orange 

colouring stops half way down the belly of the Scarlet Robin 

and continues to just above the legs in the Flame. Around the 

farmlands of the Eurobodalla, the Cattle Egrets follow the 

livestock and feed on insects and vertebrates that the grazing 

animals disturb. This white egret has a distinctive hunched 

posture and will stay in the area until early summer. The 

local owls mark out their territories ahead of the breeding 

season and their calls become more frequent, including the 

clear, two note “who-hooo” call of the Powerful Owl and the 

shorter, almost dog-like “wook-wook” call of the far less common Barking Owl. The Boobook Owl adds 

another call to its repertoire at this time of year – a short “yow” repeated over and over which almost sounds 

like the call of a mammal. 

 

Short-beaked Echidnas are out and about more in the daytime, turning over rocks and fallen wood in search 

of ants or termites, and at night the Sugar Gliders are busy feeding, making their characteristic “yap, yap, 

yap” calls. Grey-headed Flying Fox often spend some time here over winter taking advantage of the 

flowering Spotted Gums. Dimitris has recently 

reported an increase in numbers at the Batemans 

Bay Water Gardens. Insects are a lot quieter over 

winter but a night-light will attract the winter moths 

including the Green-blotched Moth, Native 

Cranberry Moth and the very similar Subidiara and 

Sodaliata Moths. You may also see the Red-lined 

Geometrid at your kitchen window at night. This 

moth has a very distinctive underside but its upper 

side is quite plain with a wavy grey pattern. Many 

of the frog species fall silent over winter but the 

Brown Tree Frog and Common Eastern Froglet will 

continue to call throughout the cooler months, even 

on the coldest nights. Julie Morgan 

What to expect in winter 

 

Red-lined Geometrid  Photo: J. Morgan 

Scarlet Robin – male        Photo: D. Bertzeletos 



 

 
I wanted to share with you the current Hooded Plover 

flag/band information detailing the flag alpha-numeric 

numbers and the location of the individuals. This table 

is for those flagged on the Far South Coast (FSC) 

region only (Batemans Bay to the Victorian Border) – 

16 birds in total. The South Coast region (Batemans 

Bay to Jervis Bay) also has flagged individuals (same 

coloured flags but using letters ‘A to N’; FSC birds are 

‘P to Z’ with the numbering following the 

letter). Altogether, we have 42 adults and fledglings 

flagged in NSW. The photograph of a flagged bird, 

‘W4’, shows you exactly what they look like. In the 

table below you will see the records of banded birds 

including a ‘sex’ column. We took a tiny blood swab that we sent to the United States to have the birds 

accurately sexed for this project. So now you will know whether you are seeing a ‘girl’ or ‘boy’ bird on the 

beach too.  

 

A large number of the Far South Coast birds have dispersed, and recent intensive surveying from Wonboyn 

to Turingal Head (Wallagoot) only revealed birds at Disaster Bay Beach (S4 & W4), an adult at Nullica 

(X4), and 2 adults at Terrace Beach (P4 & un-banded adult). So keep an eye out if you are going down for a 

walk (or brave swim!) at the beach over winter to possibly sight our flagged Hoodies. If you do see one, let 

me and/or Julie Morgan know as we are keeping all their movement information (and who they are with -

whether another banded bird or un-banded adult), in addition to where they were banded. Amy Harris, NSW 

NPWS, email: amy.harris@environment.nsw.gov.au 

 

Original Hooded Plover Far South Coast region banding data 

Flag Sex Date Location 

P2   2/05/2013 Wallaga Lake 

U6 F 25/03/2013 Bengunnu 

X1 M 25/03/2013 Picnic Point 

Y6 Fledgling* 11/03/2013 Bithry Inlet 

R2 M 26/03/2013 Gillards Beach 

Y0   9/04/2013 Tura Beach 

T1   9/04/2013 Short Point 

P4 F 27/11/2012 Haycock 

V3   10/04/2013 Legges Beach 

X4 F 27/11/2012 Nullica 

S4 F 26/11/2012 Disaster Bay  

T8 M 26/11/2012 Disaster Bay  

W4 M 26/11/2012 Greenglades 

U2   11/04/2013 Newtons Beach (Nadgee NR) 

R0   11/04/2013 Newtons Beach (Nadgee NR) 

Z1   13/04/2013 Nadgee Lake (Nadgee NR) 

M = male; F = female;  * = juvenile bird (<1 year - hood not black) 

For details on the breeding results of the Hooded Plover, Little Tern, Pied and Sooty Oystercatchers for the 

2012/13 season, please see the website at http://southcoastshorebirds.com.au/current_news.php 

***** 

While you are at the beach, please keep an eye out for Killer Whales. A pod was reported off Mollymook 

Beach on June 5 and this was the first confirmed sighting on the south coast for 2013. Please report sightings 

to the Australian Orca Database on 0401 011 022 or email info@marinemammalresearch.com 

Hooded Plover banding 

 

Hooded Plovers ‘W4’ and mate        Photo: K. Harris  

http://southcoastshorebirds.com.au/current_news.php


 

 

Chris Tzaros from Birdlife Australia believes that Swift Parrots show some loyalty to sites visited when 

migrating to the mainland and has asked if ENHS members could follow up and add to work already done in 

mapping these sites in the Eurobodalla. Many of the locations are in the state forests west of the Princes 

Highway. Guided by the perseverance, dedication and outstanding bird-call recognition of Julie Morgan, 

various combinations of members have driven thousands of kilometres using the methodology of driving 

along roads where the parrots have already been recorded – with windows down and ears and eyes peeled, 

listening for calls and looking for flowering eucalypts. Winter clothes, gloves and scarves were dragged out 

of wardrobes early this year. Dimitris Bertzeletos adds his excellent call recognition skills to the survey team 

and has experienced first hand Julie’s developing four-wheel driving skills. 

 

Last August, when members of the ENHS conducted these surveys, we discovered the largest group of Swift 

Parrots ever recorded. This was presumably in response to the healthy flourish of blossoms in the Spotted 

Gums. This year, the flowering has not been as profuse, but at least 300 birds were discovered along 

Buckenboura Road. Dianne Deans and Julie were lucky enough to see 200 leave a tree as a Nankeen Kestrel 

approached. The photograph below shows the location where a group of around 260 were seen.  

 

 
 

 

Whilst it is exciting to have the privilege and pleasure of seeing these beautiful and endangered birds, Swift 

Parrots are not the only species recorded on the surveys. The collateral benefits are enormous.  On Tebbs 

Road near Tilba, we saw a pair of Green Catbirds, including an immature. Nearby on Armatage Road, a 

group of 6 Crested Shrike-tit entertained us for about 30 minutes as we ate our lunch. Yellow-tufted 

Honeyeaters are being seen in greater numbers and in more widespread areas throughout the state forests, 

and other honeyeaters have also rewarded our patience – Crescent, White-cheeked, White-eared and 

Fuscous, in addition to the more common species, such as Eastern Spinebill and Yellow-faced.  On a survey 

through Benandarah and Boyne State Forests, we counted 23 individual lyrebird songs, and we have had 

several sightings of Spotted Quail-thrush. At one site, Mandy Anderson stayed behind with her dodgy knee 

while the rest of the group descended a steepish side-road and had the thrill of seeing a Pilotbird. All records 

are listed in NIE each year, and species numbers will almost certainly be on the increase as a result of these 

widespread and rigorous searches for Swift Parrots. Anyone seeing Swift Parrots is asked to inform Julie so 

that these sightings can be forwarded to Birdlife Australia and added to our records. Mandy Anderson, Ann 

Christiansen, Dianne Deans and Julie Morgan 

 

 

 

An enthusiastic group of 23 gathered at the Narooma wharf at 8.45am on Sunday 28
th
 April in anticipation of 

a great day of seabird watching. The group included a core of ENHS members plus guests from Far South 

Coast Birdwatchers and the Nature Coast Marine Group, with people having travelled from as far afield as 

Sydney, Canberra and Mallacoota to take part. The weather over the preceding days had been delightfully 

calm and warm, leading to near perfect conditions for a day out on a boat. 

 

Once aboard and organised we all donned lifejackets, as required by law, for the crossing of the notorious 

Narooma bar – which on that day proved remarkably innocuous – then headed off towards Montagu Island. 

There we checked out the big mob of fur seals on the northern tip of the island, then motored slowly down 

the west coast to the landing jetty, where we off-loaded the NPWS ranger who had hitched a ride out with us. 

From there we continued to the southern tip of the island, observing Sooty Oystercatcher, White-bellied Sea-

Eagle, Caspian and Crested Tern, and cormorants as we went along.  

Swift Parrot Surveys – April/May 2013 

 

Field Meeting – Narooma pelagic 

 

Buckenboura Road, Mogo State Forest     Photo: A. Christiansen 



From Montagu, we headed further out towards the 

edge of the continental shelf. Unfortunately whilst 

the sea conditions were near perfect for us, the 

seabirds didn’t consider them so, for they were 

few and far between. We did encounter a couple 

of dozen shearwaters (mainly Wedge-tailed with 

one Fluttering), a dozen or so Australasian 

Gannet, a handful of albatross (Black-browed and 

Shy), and a couple of storm-petrels (Wilson’s and 

White-faced).  

 

In general, the birds seemed disinterested in the 

food we had to offer, although one Black-browed 

and one Shy Albatross showed enough curiosity to 

fly in and land close to the stern of the boat to check out the food. This provided everyone with a really good 

view of these birds and the chance to get that special photo – like the one of Steve Benjamin’s. Given the 

slim pickings on the open ocean we started to head back to Montagu just before midday and stopped in the 

lee of the island for lunch, tea and coffee, then back to Narooma to disembark at about 2.00pm.  

 

It had been a perfect day for a boat trip. A pity there weren’t more seabirds around – but there is always next 

time.  David and Helen Kay 

 

 

 

 

 

In 1981, John Blay undertook a trek through the rugged and little known country in the mountains west of 

Bermagui. For some 9 months, John and his mule Zac travelled from Araluen in the north along the waters of 

the Deua River to the Tuross and eventually back down into the Brogo catchment, before finishing on Indian 

Head Mountain above the township of Bemboka. Less than 100km as the crow flies, this area takes in 

extensive wilderness of the Deua and Wadbilliga National Parks (from the introduction to ‘Trek Through the 

Back Country’, John Blay, 1987). During this trek, Blay came across a wattle that he had not seen before. It 

was later confirmed to be a new species and was 

named Acacia blayana in 1990 by Tindale and 

Court. 

 

Common names given to this species are Blay's 

Wattle or Wadbilliga Wattle. It is a rare, 

distinctive and beautiful plant. It is a tall tree to 

25m with bipinnate, grey-green leaves up to six 

centimetres long with only 3-5 pairs of pinnae 

and 7-15 pairs of pinnules. New leaves and 

smaller twigs are covered with a waxy bloom, 

which gives the trees a distinctive blue canopy. 

They look spectacular in flower, with masses of 

golden yellow globular heads. In their natural 

habitat, this usually occurs in spring.   

 

John Blay discovered A. blayana in the Wadbilliga National Park along the Brogo River and its tributary 

Galoon Creek, growing in almost pure stands or with A. mearnsii. It grows in shallow rocky soils at altitudes 

between 200m and 600m in tall schlerophyll forests. This species has not been found growing naturally in 

any other region. Due to its occurrence in difficult and remote areas, the easiest way to view Blay's Wattle is 

to visit the Eurobodalla Regional Botanic Gardens. Here you will find two trees growing near the children's 

playspace. Mid to late July is usually the best time for flowering – a sight or site not to be missed! 

 

Some more information for those who are interested: A. blayana has ROTAP classification (Rare or 

Threatened Australian Plants) of ‘2RC’. 2 means a geographic range of 100kms; R means rare with no 

identifiable threats; and C means reserved – at least one population found in a national park or flora 

protection reserve. Fran Anderson 

Are there any others out there? 

 

Shy Albatross                   Photo: S. Benjamin 

Blay’s Wattle   Photo: courtesy of ERBG  



ENHS members have many stories to tell about their 

observations of nature. ‘My Patch’ is a forum where these 

stories can be shared with others and will be published 

both in the newsletter and on the website. Photos are 

welcome. Please send your contributions to 

mypatch@enhs.org.au 

 

Thanks to John Gordon who suggested the name and 

Trevor King who designed the logo. Julie Morgan 

 

 

 

An Eastern Koel family 

 
In November 2012 a female Koel called on two days in the south-facing cliff-top reserve adjacent to my 

house in Guerilla Bay; thereafter I did not hear a call till early in January 2013. Then one or two Koels called 

noisily, morning and evening, throughout the month. I only saw a male, whose appearances in the garden 

were quite regular, but am pretty sure there was a female too, evidenced by quite distinct duets at times. 

 

On 19 January the male Koel was shepherding, at a discrete distance, a juvenile, identified by a wide pale 

eye-stripe and generally female plumage, though the head and nape were assuming black plumage. They 

appeared in the garden on most evenings after that date. The juvenile assumed more black as the month 

progressed and at last sighting, on 28 January, presented a blotchy combination of both male and female 

plumage, but with black predominant. 

 

Calls continued daily but diminished to a single early morning call from 2 February. The last call, a soft and 

almost tentative ‘koel’, was heard early (05:00) on the morning of 9 February. I believe this was the 

departure date for the family. Jill Whiter 

 

Two stories of Stingrays and Eagle Rays 
 

Andrew and I swim regularly at Shelly Beach at Moruya Heads. During autumn we have been joined 

regularly by a large Eagle Ray and we’ve watched it from the shore swimming up and down the beach quite 

close to the shoreline.  As it moves back out to sea, we’ve seen it glide over the incoming waves that almost 

send it flying up into the air. One day in April, we were both swimming when we saw the Eagle Ray again. 

We watched carefully as it swam from one end of the beach to the other, and then turn to head out into 

deeper water, straight towards us. We quickly decided to move in opposite directions and as we parted, it 

swam between us and out to sea. We just looked at each other and marvelled at what we had seen. Having 

done a bit of research on the web, we believe it was a Southern Eagle Ray because of the diamond shape, the 

size, over a metre across the body and in total about two metres long, and the relatively short tail. Julie 

Morgan 
 

My digital camera had been working overtime, so 

on 10
th
 May when we went for an evening walk 

around Mossy Point, I foolishly left it behind. At 

the boat ramp a man was gutting his catch of the 

day. A HUGE stingray arrived and almost beached 

itself near the wooden jetty right by us, in order to 

eat fish scraps while the fisherman, who was only 3 

feet away, gutted the next fish. It would have been a 

fabulous photo. Then, two more came along and 

(icing on the cake for me), two beautiful Eagle Rays 

as well, flapping around the jetty looking for an 

easy meal. I returned the next week (with camera) 

and met another large stingray, "Stumpy". He has 

no tail or barb (don't know how he came to lose 

them) and the locals see him regularly I was told. 

These rays certainly give the pelicans some 

competition. It's a bit of a bun fight whenever the 

fish are being gutted!  Helen Ransom 

“Stumpy” the stingray         Photo: H. Ransom 



INTERESTING AND UNUSUAL SIGHTINGS 
Please note that interesting sightings are also posted on the ‘Members’ sightings’ page of our website. 

Monthly highlights are also available on the ‘Observations and Records’ page of the website. 

 

Five Pink-eared Duck at OMBS and 4 at Trunketabella in April (FM/SB/DB). 

Up to 100 Australasian Shoveler at OMBS in April (FM).  

Five Musk Duck at OMBS, males display at PS (FM/JM). 

Two Black-browed and 3 Shy Albatross on the NA pelagic in April (FM). 

Four Fluttering Shearwater off MO in May (NM). 

Two Wilson’s and a White-faced Storm Petrel on the NA pelagic in April (FM). 

Five Intermediate Egret at PS (JM). 

A Black-tailed Native Hen at Com in March (JC). 

A Pacific Golden Plover at MB in March (MA). 

Two Bar-shouldered Dove at Surfside in March and April, 1 at MO in March (DB/NM). 

Three Long-billed Corella at Surfside plus 2 hybrids with Little Corella (DB). 

More than 280 Musk Lorikeet at Buckenboura Rd (DSD/JM). 

Thirty White-throated Needletail at Surfside and 3 at PS in March, 10 at Surfside in April (DB/JM). 

Ten Large-billed Scrubwren at DS, 5 at NA and 2 at Tilba (FM/MA/AC/DSD/JM). 

A pair of White-throated Gerygone at Com until mid April. First time the species has stayed so long (JC). 

Twenty-one Yellow-tufted Honeyeater at Buckenboura Rd, 6 at Tilba, calls in Benandarah SF 

(MA/AC/DSD/JM/DB).  

190 Fuscous Honeyeater at Buckenboura Rd, 50 in Boyne SF and along Ross Ridge Rd, 3 at Surfside, calls 

at BB  (DSD/JM/MA/AC/DB). 

Six Crescent Honeyeater at Tilba, 5 at MYA SF, 4 at ERBG, 2 at WL, 1 at Coolagolite, calls at DS, 

Runyford Rd and Benandarah SF (MA/AC/DSD/JM/FM/DO/DB). 

First record of Bell Miner at SB in April and May (IAG). 

Up to 40 Little Raven at Com and 2 at MO (JC/NM). 

Two Green Catbird on Tebbs Rd in May, including an immature, 1 at DS in March (MA/AC/DSD/ 

JM/FM). 

Two Bassian Thrush at MB including an immature, 1 at Lilli Pilli (MA/AC/IAG). 

Dingo calling at Com in April (JC). 

 

VULNERABLE AND THREATENED SPECIES 
An Eastern Osprey at PS in April (JM). 

A Square-tailed Kite at Bingie Pt in April and MB in May (DHK/MA). 

A Spotted Harrier at Com in March (JC). 

13 Australian Pied Oystercatcher at Tilba L, including 5 immatures, up to 11 at WL, 6 at Cullendulla and 

NA, 4 at MB, 3 at MHN, 2 at Nth DS, MYA, CO, MO and TS, 1 at MHS (PL/MA/AC/DB/FM/SMG/JL/ 

JH/TH/HR/EC/NM/JM). 

13 Sooty Oystercatcher at CO, 12 at MB and Montagu Is, 10 at Cullendulla, 9 at MO, 5 at Pretty Beach and 

TS, 4 at WL and MHS, 2 at Nth DS and Candlagan Ck including a juvenile, 1 at Broulee Is call at BP 

(JM/MA/FM/DB/NM/HR/G Mendel/JW). 

A pair of Hooded Plover at WL in March, 1 in May (MA). 

Field notes submitted on an Emerald Dove at PS in March (JM). 

Six Glossy Black Cockatoo at Broulee, 3 at BP, MKS, PS, MO, Bergalia, Bodalla, feeding signs at PP 

(GLM/JW/SMG/ JM/DHK/NM/MA/FM). 

Five Gang-gang Cockatoo at MYA SF, 3 at Mogo, 2 at Broulee, OMBS, Bergalia, NA and Tilba, calls at 

Boyne SF, DS, Buckenboura Rd, Bimbimbie and MKS (AC/JM/GLM/TH/DHK/MA/DSD/FM/DB/SMG). 

470 Little Lorikeet at Buckenboura Rd, 40 at Boyne SF, 30 at Surfside, more than 20 at Benandarah SF, 10 

at East Lynne and Sth Brooman SF, 4 at Runnyford Rd, 2 at PS and MYA SF, call at PP and Tilba 

(JM/DB/AC/MA/DSD/FM). 

More than 300 Swift Parrot at Buckenboura Rd, 50 at MYA SF, 7 at PS, 5 at MHS, 2 at BB 

(DSD/JM/DMcG/MC/AC/MA) 

A Masked Owl at MB in May, calls at PS in March and May (MA/JM). 

Powerful Owl calls at PS, Com and MB (JM/JC/MA). 

Three Scarlet Robin at Belowra, 2 at Surfside and Com, singles at PS, OMBS, Bergalia, NA, MB, 

Coolagolite (JC/DB/JM/TH/DHK/MA/DO). 

Twelve Varied Sittella at Wasps Head, 6 at PDD, 4 at Com, 1 at Runnyford Rd, calls at PS (DB/J Fearn/ JC/ 

MA/AC/DSD/JM). 

A Diamond Firetail at Belowra in May (JC). 



Grey-headed Flying Fox camp at BB growing in May, calls at Coolagolite in March (DB/DO). 

 

HIGHLIGHTS FROM AUTUMN 
The following records are from March to May 2013. 

GROUND BIRDS. Four Emu in May at PP in April (JH); up to 20 Stubble Quail at Com (JC).   

WATERSIDE. More than 200 Black Swan at MHS and Nargal L (JM/MA); up to 100 Aust Wood and 200 

Pacific Black Duck at Com (JC); up to 30 Grey Teal at OMBS and Runnyford Rd (FM/MA/AC/DSD/JM); 

more than 200 Chestnut Teal at Kelly’s L, Bingie (DHK); 70 Hardhead at OMBS including immatures 

(FM); 20 Short-tailed Shearwater on the NA pelagic in April (FM); max 120 Aust Grebe at MB (MA); 

max 300 Hoary-headed at OMBS (FM); up to 70 Aust White and 100 Straw-necked Ibis at MYA 

(AC/JM); 30 Royal Spoonbill at Nangudga (MA); max 8 Nankeen Night Heron at Com; a Striated Heron 

at Cullendulla in April (DB); Up to 50 Cattle Egret at Com, 20 at TS, 10 at MYA, fewer elsewhere; up to 3 

White-necked Heron at MYA, 2 at OMBS and Com, singles at BBWG, juvenile at MYA (JL/FM/JC 

/DB/DSD); max 7 Eastern Great Egret at WL (MA); max 17 White-faced Heron at WL (MA); 25 Little 

Egret at Nangudga; 2 Eastern Reef Egret at PP and MB, singles at Cullendulla, BP, TS, WL; up to 30 Aust 

Pelican at TS and NA (JH/FM); max 20 Aust Gannet at MHS (JM); up to 10 Little Pied Cormorant at WL 

(MA); more than 150 Little Black at TS (JH); max 13 Pied at Cullendulla (DB); up to 30 Great at MB 

(MA); 2 Aust Darter at Cullendulla, singles elsewhere. 

 

RAPTORS. 3 Aust Kestrel at MYA (JL), singles elsewhere; 4 Aust Hobby at PS (AC/JM); 2 Brown 

Falcon at TS and Com, 1 at MB (JH/GM/JC/MA); two Peregrine at PS and Com, singles at Surfside, 

Runnyford Rd and BP; 1 or 2 Black-shouldered Kite widespread; up to 4 Whistling Kite at Com, on nest in 

May (JC); max 5 White-bellied Sea-Eagle at BP (JW); single Swamp Harrier at PS, OMBS, Com and MB 

(JM/TH/FM/JC/MA); a Grey Goshawk at Surfside, BB, Buckenboura Rd, Mossy Pt, Com, NA and MB; 

single Brown Goshawk at Surfside, BP, PS, OMBS, Bergalia, TS, PP and MB; a Collared Sparrowhawk 

at Benandarah SF, Surfside, PS and Com; up to 3 Wedge-tailed Eagle at Com, 2 at Runnyford Rd, PS, 

OMBS, Belowra and MB, singles elsewhere.  

CRAKES, RAILS, GALLINULES & BUTTON-QUAIL. One or 2 Buff-banded Rail at TS, single at 

Montagu Is (JH/FM); more than 120 Purple Swamphen at PS; up to 12 Dusky Moorhen at DY (MA); up to 

100 Eurasian Coot at OMBS (FM). 

WADERS. Up to 40 Masked Lapwing at Com; max 23 Red-capped Plover at MB, 20 at WL, 2 at MO, 1 

at NA (MA/AC/NM/FM); single Double-banded at MO and NA (DHK/NM/FM); 8 Black-fronted at 

Runnyford Rd, 4 at Com, 2 at MO (MA/AC/DSD/JM/JC/DHK/NM); more than 50 Bar-tailed Godwit at 

NA, 7 at WL (FM/MA/AC/EC); 3 Eastern Curlew at Cullendulla, 2 at WL, 1 at MHN and NA  

(DB/MA/AC/EC/A Hardy).  

SKUAS, GULLS & TERNS. Up to 300  Silver Gull at SB Tip (JW); 10 Caspian Tern at the NA pelagic, 3 

at MO, 2 at Cullendulla, singles at NA and MB (FM/NM/MA/DB); 40 Crested Tern at the NA pelagic 

(FM). 

OTHER NON-PASSERINES. More than 60 Rock Dove at NA, 10 at Surfside, 6 at MYA 2 at Com 

(MA/EC/DB/JW/JC); max 10 White-headed Pigeon at MKS and TS (SMG/JH); up to 4 Spotted Dove at 

Surfside and MB; a Brown Cuckoo-Dove at DS, calls at MKS (FM/SMG); max 20 Common Bronzewing 

at MKS; 30 Crested Pigeon, all sitting on power lines at Com (JC); up to 4 Wonga Pigeon at MKS and 

MB; 2 Peaceful Dove at PDD and Com (J Fearn/JC); max 22 Yellow-tailed Black Cockatoo overflying 

Com; up to 50 Galah at Surfside; max 300 Little Corella at Surfside (DB); up to 100 Sulphur-crested 

Cockatoo at Com; more than 250 Rainbow Lorikeet at PS at flowering Spotted Gum; max 20 Crimson 

Rosella at Com; up to 22 Eastern at Com; up to 200 Aust King Parrot at Com; up to 3 Fan-tailed Cuckoo 

at Surfside, 1 at BB and Com, call at Boyne SF (DB/JM/MA/AC/DSD); a Horsfield’s Bronze calling at PS 

in March; 2 Eastern Koel at Surfside and 1 at Broulee in March (DB/GLM); Channel-billed Cuckoo call at 

MB in March (MA); an Eastern Barn Owl at Com and Coolagolite in March (JC/DO); 2 Southern 

Boobook at MB, call at PS and Bergalia (MA/JM/DHK); 2 Tawny Frogmouth  at TS, 1 at Com and MB, 

calls at OMBS (JH/JC/MA/AC/TH); single Aust Owlet-nightjar at Com; Laughing Kookaburra widely 

reported; 4 Sacred Kingfisher at Bergalia, 2 at Surfside, 1 at Broulee, call at PS; 2 Azure Kingfisher at MO 

and Com, 1 at DS, PP and NA (NM/JC/FM). 

PASSERINES. 23 Superb Lyrebird calling across the Boyne, Benandarah and Sth Brooman SF, 10 at 

MYA SF, 4 at Tilba; 6 White-throated Treecreeper at Tilba; 2 Red-browed at DS and PS (FM/JM); max 

30 Variegated Fairy-wren at PS; up to 40 Superb at Com; up to 8 Southern Emu-wren at Cullendulla; 

fewer reports of Spotted Pardalote across the shire; up to 8 White-browed Scrubwren at Com; more than 



10 Brown Gerygone at DS and at Ringlands NA (FM); up to 30 Brown Thornbill at Surfside and Com; up 

to 30 Yellow-rumped at Com; max 60 Yellow at Cullendulla; up to 30 Striated at Cullendulla; more than 

250 Yellow-faced Honeyeater migrating north at MHS (JM); White-eared Honeyeater in larger numbers 

and more widespread than in previous years, usually seen in twos and threes, with a max of 17 along 

Buckenboura Rd (DSD/JM); max 12 Lewin’s at Tilba; Bell Miner colonies at Boyne, Benandarah and MYA 

SF, BB, Runnyford Rd, Trunketabella, Belowra, NA, Tilba; up to 25 Brown-headed Honeyeater at PP, 23 

at Com, 18 at Surfside, no more than 10 elsewhere (AC/JM/JC/DB); more than 100 White-naped at Boyne 

SF; max 6 Noisy Friarbird at Boyne SF and PS; 35 Little Wattlebird at PP; more than 150 Red migrating 

at Com; 80 New Holland Honeyeater at Cullendulla, nesting with 2 young in April; 2 White-cheeked at 

Tilba, 1 at Bergalia and Coolagolite, calls at BB and MYA SF (MA/AC/DSD/JM/DHK/DO); max 20 

Eastern Spinebill at PP; Scarlet Honeyeater calling at Buckenboura Rd, PS and Com (MA/AC/JM/JC); 10 

Eastern Yellow Robin at DS (FM); up to 14 Jacky Winter at Com; 3 Rose Robin at MKS, 2 at PP and 

Com, singles at DS, BP, MO and MB (SMG/AC/JM/FM/JC/JW/NM); up to 6 Eastern Whipbird at MB; 5 

Spotted Quail-thrush past Nerringundah, 3 at BB, 2 at Benandarah SF, 1 at Buckenboura Rd 

(JC/MA/DB/AC/DSD/JM); up to 6 Golden Whistler at OMBS, Com and Tilba; Rufous Whistler present 

until mid April; max 8 Grey Shrike-thrush at Com; 6 Crested Shrike-tit at Tilba, singles at MKS, MYA 

SF and Com (MA/AC/DSD/JM/SMG/JC); up to 9 Rufous Fantail at PS, including immature, 1 or 2 

elsewhere until late April; more than 40 Grey Fantail at Com; up to 16 Willie Wagtail at Com; max 14 

Magpie-lark at Com; 2 Restless Flycatcher at Com and Belowra, 1 at Bergalia (JC/DHK); max 6 Grey 

Butcherbird at Surfside, PS and Com; up to 40 Aust Magpie at Com; more than 50 Pied Currawong at 

Surfside; up to 5 White-breasted Woodswallow at PS, 2 at OMBS (JM/FM); 30 Dusky at Bergalia in April 

(DHK); last Cicadabird call in March at PS; max 5 Black-faced Cuckoo-shrike at Com; 3 White-bellied at 

PS, 2 at MYA, 1 at Buckenboura Rd, call at MKS (JM/JL/AC/SMG); 6 Aust Figbird at MYA, 2 at Surfside 

(DB/JM); up to 2 Olive-backed Oriole at PS and MB, singles at Surfside and BP, calls at NA; up to 40 Aust 

Raven at Com; max 10 White-winged Chough at OMBS, 9 at Belowra, 8 at PS and MB, 7 at Com, 6 at 

MKS; up to 50 Satin Bowerbird at Surfside; up to 3 Common Blackbird at MYA (JL); up to 200 

Common Starling at Com; up to 5 Common Myna at Surfside amd MYA, 3 at Com; up to 100 Welcome 

Swallow at WL (AC); 30 Tree Martin at Com, 12 at MB, 4 at Tilba, 2 at PS and Belowra 

(JC/MA/AC/DSD/JM); hundreds to thousands of Silvereye migrating through PS, including Tasmanian 

form; 1 or 2 Aust Reed Warbler and 2 Little Grassbird at PS in March; up to 6 Golden-headed Cisticola 

at Com; 2  Mistletoebird at Boyne and MYA SF, Ross Ridge Rd, PS, Com and Tilba 

(MA/DB/AC/DSD/JM/JC); up to 70 House Sparrow at DY (MA); up to 12 Aust Pipit at Com, 6 at 

Belowra, 4 at Bingie, 1 at PP; max 100 Red-browed Finch at Com. 
 

MAMMALS. Single Short-beaked Echidna at BP, Mossy Pt and MB (JW/HR/MA); Antechinus sp at PS 

(JM); Long-nosed Bandicoot at MB and Coolagolite (MA/DO); Common Wombat at Nargal L and 

Coolagolite; Sugar Glider calls at BP, Mossy Pt and PS (JW/HR/JM);  2 Common Ringtail Possum at 

Mossy Pt and MB; up to 6 Common Brushtail at Com, 2 at BP, Mossy Pt and MB, 1 at Coolagolite 

(JC/JW/HR/MA/DO); more than 46 Eastern Grey Kangaroo at Coolagolite; 6 Red-necked Wallaby at PP 

(AC/JM); 10 Swamp Wallaby at Nerringundah (JC); a House Mouse at Mogo and Coolagolite (GLM/DO); 

a Swamp Rat at Coolagolite; 2 Black Rat at BP; 2 Red Fox at Broulee, 1 at Mossy Pt (GLM/HR); 8 

Australian Fur Seal at NA, 2 at PP (EC/AC/JM); up to 5 Bottle-nosed Dolphin at BP and MHS (JW/JM). 

MARINE LIFE. Shark sp at MB; Stingray at Broulee, MHS and MB; Gloomy Octopus at BI (DO); 

thousands of Blue Soldier Crabs (Mictyris longicarpus) at MHS and WL (JM/AC). 

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS. Dark-flecked Sunskink at BP, Mossy Pt, Broulee and MYA 

(JW/HR/GLM/JL); Pale-flecked at BP; Weasel Skink at Mossy Pt (HR); Jacky Lizard at BP, Mossy Pt, PS 

and Coolagolite; 8 to 10 Gippsland Water Dragon at Com to April; 2 Lace Monitor at BP and 1 at PS and 

Com in March; 3 Diamond Python at MB, singles at BP and MYA (MA/JW/HR); a small Master’s Snake 

found on the track at the field meeting at PP in April; a dead Tiger Snake found at Coolagolite in April 

(DO); 2 Red-bellied Black Snake at Com, 1 at PS, MB and Coolagolite. Frogs seen or calling: Common 

Eastern Froglet; Eastern Banjo Frog; Brown-striped Frog; Haswell’s Froglet; Brown, Dendy’s, 

Smooth and Tyler’s Toadlets; Keferstein’s and Brown, Jervis Bay, Peron’s, Tyler’s and Verreaux’s 

Tree Frogs (JW/HR/JM/JL/JC).  

MOTHS AND BUTTERFLIES. Moths: Ghost, Plume, Saunder’s Case Moth larvae, Painted Cup, Beet 

Webworm, White and Clara Satin, Red-lined Geometrid, Twin Emerald, Cream Wave, Plantain, Two-

spotted Wave, Mecynata, Sodaliata, Native Cranberry, Red-spotted Delicate, White-stemmed Wattle, 

Convolvulus Hawk, Pink Browntail, Banded and Lydia Lichen, Variable Halone, Lichen-eating Caterpillar, 

Heliotrope, Crimson Tiger, Northern Old Lady, Magpie, Black Noctuid, Green-blotched, Bogong, Brown 

and Variable Cutworm, Native Budworm. Butterflies: Splendid Ochre, Dingy Grass-skipper, Greenish 



Grass-dart, Macleay’s, Orchard and Dainty Swallowtail, Imperial and Black Jezebel, Cabbage White, Dusky 

and Brown Ringlet, Varied Sword-grass Brown, Wonder, Spotted, Bank’s and Common Brown, Meadow 

Argus, Aust Painted Lady, Yellow Admiral, Lesser Wanderer, widespread reports of Monarch, Imperial 

Hairstreak, Plumbago Blue, Common Grass Blue (DB/JW/JM/JC/JL/FM). 

BUGS: Brown and Metallic Shield, Green Vegetable, Bronze Orange, Harlequin, Seed, Water Strider, Water 

Boatman. BEETLES: Plagues of Plague Soldier Beetles, White Christmas, Dung, Net Winged; Ladybirds: 

Transverse, Variable, Twenty-six Spotted, Twenty-eight Spotted, Spotted Amber, Striped, Steelblue, Yellow 

Shouldered. DRAGON AND DAMSELFLIES: Wandering and Scarlet Percher, Tau and Australian 

Emerald, Common Bluetail, Red and Blue Damsel, Blue Skimmer, Common Glider, Swamp Flat-tail. 

WASPS: Potter, Blue Flower, Gasteruption, Orange Caterpillar Parasite. OTHER INSECTS. Robber Fly, 

Blue-banded Bee (JC/JM/JL/DO/GLM/AC). SPIDERS. Mouse, Huntsman, Little Striped and Garden Wolf, 

Daddy Long-legs, Black House, Water, Red Back, White-tailed, Leaf-curling, Jumping, Two-tailed Spider. 

(GLM/JW/JC/JL/JM/FM). 

BLOSSOM. Spotted Gum, Red Bloodwood, Woollybutt, Grey and Mugga Ironbark, Coast and Hairpin 

Banksia, Sickle, Sweet and Sunshine Wattle, Prickly Moses, Prickly Beard-heath, Narrow-leaved Geebung, 

River Oak, Common Silkpod. (Please note that the common names used here are those adopted by 

PlantNET.) 

RAINFALL. March: 31mm at BP, 9mm at MKS, 38.5mm at MYA, 31mm at PS, 22mm at Com, 17.5mm 

at MB. April: 135.5mm at BP, 104mm at MYA, 123mm at PS, 103mm at Com, 192mm at MB. May: 94mm 

at BP, 35.5mm at MYA, 49mm at PS, 27.5mm at Com, 60mm at MB. 

Contributors      Abbreviations 
MA M Anderson, MB BB Batemans Bay 

ABB A&B Bellingham, Mossy Pt BBWG Batemans Bay Water Gardens 

SB S Benjamin, Catalina BI Bermagui 

DB D Bertzeletos, Surfside BP Burrewarra Point 

AC A Christiansen, MB  Com Comerang 

JC  J&P Collett, Comerang CO Congo 

EC E Compston, ACT DS Durras 

MC M Crowley, MHS DY Dalmeny 

DSD D&S Deans, ACT ERBG Eurobodalla Botanic Gardens 

IAG I&A Grant, Lilli Pilli MKS Maulbrooks Rd S, MYA 

SMG S&M Guppy, MKS MO Meringo 

JH J&J Houghton, TS MYA Moruya 

TH T Hunt, OMBS MH Moruya Heads, N&S 

DHK D&H Kay, Bergalia MB Mystery Bay 

PL  P Latimer, MYA NA Narooma 

JL J&J Liney, MYA PS Pedro Swamp 

DMcG D McGregor, TS PDD Percy Davis Drive, Broulee 

GLM G&L McVeigh, Mossy Pt PP Potato Point 

NM  N Montgomery, MO SB Surf Beach 

JM J Morgan, PS SF State Forest 

DO D Ondinea, Coolagolite TS Tuross 

HR H Ransom, Mossy Pt WL Wallaga Lake 

JW J Whiter, BP   
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 A Hardy   
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 G Mendel   
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